The Bernstein Group consists of multiple partner-managed consulting companies that specialise in
communications services for exceptional circumstances, change and transformation processes,
complex political decision-making processes and regulatory issues. We provide individual and
customised solutions from our offices in Berlin, Frankfurt, and Brussels.
From September 2018 onwards we are looking for someone displaying drive and courage,
personal initiative and a marked willingness to play a role in shaping outcomes to join us as an

Associate
with Bernstein Public Policy in Brussels
Alongside our experienced consultants you will become responsible for a range of clients and
projects which you will help drive forward and develop. You will consult on allocated projects
independently and serve the team in an expert capacity. Our shared goal is to swiftly enable you to
take ownership of projects and responsibility for clients.
Your position and tasks






Monitoring and assessment of political and regulatory developments based on independent
research and background conversations with relevant sources.
Analysis and bespoke preparation and editing of qualitative and quantitative information
(policy papers, supporting arguments, presentations)
Supporting strategy development and political narratives
Preparation and attendance of meetings with clients, representatives from politics and
administration as well as relevant stakeholders
Targeted and sustained professional development with regard to functional expertise as
well as networks in business, politics and media.

At least two years of professional experience in politics, administration, business, or consultancy
enables you to add valuable input in offering our clients sustainable problem-solving strategies on
the basis of profound expert knowledge, analytically sound and carefully considered concepts and
specific recommendations.
Your profile
You combine above average analytical-conceptual abilities and social competence with a
particularly autonomous, dependable and purposeful way of working.
Over the past years you have successfully gathered experience and build expertise within
companies (in-house corporate, regulatory, government affairs), associations, political institutions
or consultancies. Amongst your differentiating characteristics are a robust political network,
pronounced problem-solving capacities, integrity, perseverance and empathy.
You have graduated with distinction in law, economics or business, political science, comparative
government and public policy or related fields. You are at least near native and/or highly proficient
in spoken and written English and German, commanding excellent communication skills and
displaying an accommodating manner, combined with confidence and professional expertise
making you a respected and well liked partner for influential actors within politics and business.
Additional language skills will be considered a plus.

Your opportunity
We are looking for qualified individuals to join our team who are interested in assuming a long-term
role with us. With us you will find an intellectually challenging consulting position covering a variety
of topics and issues, responsibility and the opportunity to shape projects on your own, as well as a
collegial and motivated work environment.
If our offer meets your interest, we look forward to receiving your application. Please upload your
here, applications send through any other form will not be processed.
If you any questions please do not hesitate to either call us on +32 (0) 2426 53 63 or send an email
to recruiting@bernstein-group.com.
Closing date for applications is 2 September 2018. Applications and supporting materials received
after the deadline will not be considered. Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

